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A  P O W E R F U L  WAY  TO  C O N D U C T  O N L I N E  L E G A L  R E S E A RC H

Nobody ever said a lawyer’s work is easy—which is why it’s critical to use the right legal research tools to help you conduct 

thorough legal analysis, answer legal questions and increase productivity. 

But what tools work best for lawyers? By relying on the massive LexisNexis® digital database of case law, you can use 

the powerful search engine technology within Lexis Advance to scour primary sources like case law and statutes, plus 

authoritative secondary sources. 

W H AT  I S  L E X I S  A DVA N C E ?

Put simply, the Lexis Advance service is a creative solution that can enhance your legal research skills by letting you scour a 

massive online library of case law and other valuable legal content. The Lexis Advance service offers plenty of advantages 

over the other options available to attorneys and other legal professionals. Think of it like a legal writing and research 

workflow assistant that you can take anywhere, thanks to the Lexis Advance mobile app. 

But its value goes far beyond mere content and portability—here’s why.

U S E  L E A D I N G - E D G E  L E G A L  A N A LY T I C S  T E C H N O LO G Y 

Leveraging technologies that once were considered science fiction, LexisNexis is revolutionizing the legal industry. Savvy 

lawyers are already harnessing the Lexis Analytics™ Suite to research more effectively and gain insight that’s never been 

seen in a courtroom before.

The Lexis Advance service packs plenty of state-of-the-art legal analytics capabilities. Take the Ravel™ View feature for 

instance. It helps you spot trends and understand the law better than ever before with intuitive language analytics and 

visualization tools.

https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-analytics.page
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About LexisNexis® Legal & Professional

LexisNexis Legal & Professional is a leading global provider of content and technology solutions that enable professionals 

in legal, corporate, tax, government, academic and non-profit organizations to make informed decisions and achieve better 

business outcomes. As a digital pioneer, the company was the first to bring legal and business information online with its 

Lexis® and Nexis® services. Today, LexisNexis Legal & Professional harnesses leading-edge technology and world-class 

content to help professionals work in faster, easier and more effective ways. Through close collaboration with its customers, 

the company ensures organizations can leverage its solutions to reduce risk, improve productivity, increase profitability 

and grow their business. LexisNexis Legal & Professional, which serves customers in more than 175 countries with 10,000 

employees worldwide, is part of RELX Group, a world-leading provider of information and analytics for professional and 

business customers across industries.

P E R F O R M  FA S T E R ,  M O R E  T H O RO U G H  S E A RC H E S

Conduct a more powerful search when you incorporate the machine-learning power and intuitive visualization tools within 

the Lexis Advance service. 

 Lexis Answers™ 

 Using leading-edge artificial intelligence technology,  

 the Lexis Answers feature within the Lexis Advance  

 service understands your search queries and then 

 anticipates your research path to deliver refined  

 answer sets. 

 Search Term Maps 

 Easily scan down your search results page to find  

 exactly what you’re looking for using  

 Search Term Maps. This powerful visualization tool 

 inside the Lexis Advance service uses a  

 straightforward color-coding scheme.                                    

 

F I N D  A N D  U S E  G O O D  L AW

Build your strategy on solid legal footing. Shepard’s®  Citations Service, one of the industry’s most trusted legal citators, is 

built in to the Lexis Advance service—and is exclusively available on Lexis Advance.  

 Shepard’s® case cards  

 Get a case’s Shepard’s treatment and most-cited headnotes right on your search results screen.

 Shepard’s Signal™ indicators on LexisNexis® Headnotes 

 Validate points of law faster by seeing the Shepard’s treatment for a specific issue without leaving your full-text case.

H O W  TO  G E T  S TA RT E D

If this all sounds good to you, you’ll really like this next part: LexisNexis lets you try the Lexis Advance service before you 

subscribe so you can see firsthand how it can benefit your work. Click here to learn more. 

https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/home.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/pdf/lexis-advance/lexis-answers.pdf
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-advance/search-term-maps.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-advance/shepards.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/lexis-advance.page

